
The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited takes no responsibility for the contents of this announcement, makes no representation as to its accuracy or completeness
and expressly disclaims any liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from or in reliance upon the whole or any part of the contents of this announcement.

ANNOUNCEMENT

Progress of Lai Sun Development Company Limited Debt Restructuring and Proposed

Privatisation of eSun Holdings Limited

and

Resumption of Trading

This announcement is made pursuant to Paragraph 2 of the Listing Agreement between the Stock Exchange and eSun.

Reference is made to LSD’s announcement of today’s date in which LSD confirmed that it has yet to reach an agreement with its
Bondholders and the LSD Group’s other creditors on the terms of a comprehensive restructuring of the LSD Group’s debt.

The directors of LSD have stated that LSD is continuing its discussions with the Bondholders and LSD’s other creditors
(including eSun, which remains one of LSD’s principal creditors) on the terms of a comprehensive restructuring of the LSD
Group’s debt. In this regard, the LSD directors have stated their anticipation that these events will not affect the proposed
privatisation of eSun by LSD. Somerley Limited, the independent financial adviser to the independent board committee of eSun,
has confirmed that, in drawing up its advice, it had assumed that LSD would not be able to reach agreement on a restructuring of
its debts (including the LSD Loan owed to the eSun Group) by 31st March, 2003, and that consequently Somerley Limited’s
advice to the independent board committee is unaffected by LSD’s failure to do so.

Shareholders and other investors are advised to exercise caution when dealing in eSun’s shares.

Trading in eSun’s shares on the Stock Exchange was suspended with effect from 9 : 30 a.m. on 1st April, 2003 at the request of
eSun pending publication of this announcement. An application has been made by eSun for the resumption of trading of eSun’s
shares on the Stock Exchange with effect from 9 : 30 a.m. on 3rd April, 2003.

Reference is made to LSD’s announcement of today’s date in which LSD confirmed that it has yet to reach an agreement with its
Bondholders and the LSD Group’s other creditors on the terms of a comprehensive restructuring of the LSD Group’s debt.

The eSun Group is itself one of LSD’s principal creditors, by virtue of the LSD Loan, being an outstanding loan of approximately
HK$1,500 million which had been due to be repaid on 31st December, 2002. LSD had been aiming to reach an agreement with all of
its creditors concerning a restructuring of the indebtedness of the LSD Group by 31st March, 2003. However, such an agreement has
yet to be reached. As noted in the composite document dated 31st March, 2003 sent to eSun shareholders in relation to the Scheme,
LSD is currently working closely with its advisors to formulate a plan for the settlement and/or refinancing of the LSD Group’s debt,
including the LSD Loan. Pending the outcome of the debt restructuring exercise, involving LSD and all of its creditors including
eSun, the eSun directors are uncertain as to the extent of the recoverability of the LSD Loan and/or as to how it may be restructured.

The LSD announcement of today’s date refers to the anticipation of the LSD directors that LSD’s default under the Bonds (and any
resulting technical cross-defaults likely to arise under the LSD Group’s principal banking facilities) will not affect the proposed
privatisation of eSun. In particular, the LSD directors mentioned in the LSD announcement that the HK$80 million facility made
available to LSD by OFL for the sole purpose of implementing the Scheme remains in place and available for draw-down by LSD as
and when conditions to the Scheme are fulfilled.

Somerley Limited is acting as the independent financial adviser to the independent board committee of eSun appointed to consider,
inter alia, the terms of the Scheme. The advice of Somerley Limited is contained in a letter which forms part of the composite
document dated 31st March, 2003 sent to eSun shareholders. In this connection, Somerley Limited has confirmed that, in drawing up
its advice, it had assumed that LSD would not be able to reach agreement on a restructuring of its debts (including the LSD Loan
owed to the eSun Group) by 31st March, 2003, and that consequently Somerley Limited’s advice to the independent board committee
is unaffected by LSD’s failure to do so. Shareholders are referred to such letter for details of the recommendations of Somerley
Limited.

Pending the outcome of the court meeting and special general meeting (both to be held on 30th April, 2003) of eSun for the purposes
of considering the proposed privatisation of eSun, and otherwise pending the outcome of further discussions between eSun and LSD
concerning the restructuring of the LSD Loan, shareholders and other investors are advised to exercise caution when dealing in
eSun’s shares.

Trading in eSun’s shares on the Stock Exchange was suspended with effect from 9: 30 am on 1st April, 2003 at the request of eSun
pending publication of this announcement. An application has been made by eSun for the resumption of trading of eSun’s shares on
the Stock Exchange with effect from 9 : 30 am on 3rd April, 2003.

DEFINITIONS

‘‘Bondholders’’ holders of the Bonds;

‘‘Bonds’’ the Convertible Bonds and the Exchangeable Bonds;

‘‘Convertible
Bondholders’’

holders of the Convertible Bonds;

‘‘Convertible Bonds’’ the US$150 million convertible guaranteed bonds issued by Lai Sun International Finance (1997)
Limited on 4th August, 1997 and guaranteed by LSD;

‘‘eSun’’ eSun Holdings Limited, a company incorporated in Bermuda, the issued shares of which are listed on
the Stock Exchange and a company which LSD has an approximately 49.99% shareholding interest;

‘‘eSun Group’’ eSun and its subsidiaries;

‘‘Exchangeable
Bondholders’’

holders of the Exchangeable Bonds;

‘‘Exchangeable Bonds’’ the US$115 million exchangeable guaranteed bonds issued by Lai Sun International Finance (Cayman
Islands) Limited on 28th February, 1997 and guaranteed by LSD;

‘‘HK$’’ Hong Kong dollars;

‘‘Hong Kong’’ Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of the People’s Republic of China;

‘‘LSD’’ Lai Sun Development Company Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong, the shares of which
are listed on the Stock Exchange;

‘‘LSD Group’’ LSD and its subsidiaries;

‘‘LSD Loan’’ the loan of approximately HK$1,500 million payable by Furama Hotel Enterprises Limited, a wholly-
owned subsidiary of LSD of the eSun Group, as guaranteed by LSD;

‘‘OFL’’ Onshine Finance Limited, a company incorporated in Hong Kong and a money lender registered under
the Money Lenders Ordinance;

‘‘Scheme’’ the proposed scheme of arrangement between eSun and the independent shareholders of eSun by virtue
of which LSD proposes to privatise eSun, further particulars of which are contained in the composite
document dated 31st March, 2003 as sent to eSun’s shareholders; and

‘‘Stock Exchange’’ The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong Limited.

By Order of the Board
eSun Holdings Limited

Yeung Kam Hoi
Company Secretary

Hong Kong, 2nd April, 2003

The directors of eSun jointly and severally accept full responsibility for the accuracy of the information contained in this announcement and confirm, having made all
reasonable enquires, that to the best of their knowledge, opinions expressed in this announcement have been arrived at after due and careful consideration and there
are no other facts not contained in this announcement, the omission of which would make any statement in this announcement misleading.


